Framed by WDET is a series of eight gallery exhibits that integrate photojournalism and audio storytelling to share stories of the ethnic and cultural communities that shape metro Detroit.

From Hamtramck’s dress shop owners to historical boxing gyms, our region is made up of beautiful stories worth telling. This project was created to present these narratives in a dynamic way for the entire community to experience.

The exhibit will appear once within the city of Detroit, Hamtramck or Highland Park, and then travel to another location in the metro Detroit region for a total of sixteen installations. With the support of local communities, WDET will design opportunities for meaningful engagement with the stories being told.

At the end of the project, WDET will partner with a cultural institution in Detroit to present a collection of photographs and audio stories from each Framed by series in a larger, longer-running exhibit that will allow the public to experience the cultural diversity of our region.

Knight Arts Challenge Recipient

WDET has been awarded a $60,000 grant by the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation to produce Framed by WDET and is seeking $60,000 in matching funds.

For more information contact WDET’s Senior Major Gift Officer Meg Callow at 313-577-4031 or mcallow@wdet.org.
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